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Botanical Painting with watercolours and Susanne
Absolon
Botanical painting has been practiced already in the ancient world but is also today a famous painting style especially
amongst watercolour painters. We like to show you step by step a beautiful example of botanical painting – a watercolour
rose painted by the German artist Susanne Absolon.
You will need:

•

•
•
•
•
•

HORADAM® AQUARELL: Titanium yellow
(14206), Cadmium yellow lemon (14223), Yellow
orange (14222), Transparent orange (14218),
Saturn red (14359), Quinacridone red light
(14343), Perylene dark red (14344), Quinacridone
magenta (14369), Manganese violet (14474),
French Ultramarine (14493), Green earth (14516),
Viridian (14513) and Perylene green (14784)
Watercolour paper, hot pressed, 300 gr., size
30,5 x 45,5 cm, e.g. Hahnemühle
High quality watercolour brushes with a long tip,
e.g. daVinci
Palette or porcelain plate
Pencil
Print/ photo of roses (colour, black and white)

In advance:
I’ve chosen some good photos of roses, taken by me in full sunlight, where the blossom and the bud as well as some
leaves can be seen in all their details.

Step 1:
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With a pen, I draw a pre-sketch of all main forms of
the rose, the bud and all leaves. As a pattern, I use the
prints of my photos or the computer screen, where
I can enlarge all details. For an easier recognition of
the tonal value (light-dark-contrast) I use the black
and white print.
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Step 2:
Here you can see the whole composition with first
glazes. The basic tint for all green mixtures is Green
earth, one of my favourite greens. It is a transparent
colour and one of the most natural green shades one
can find and use even in pure form.
For the red of the blossom/bud I basically use
Quinacridone red light, Saturn red and Perylene dark
red. For the petals, I mainly use the very useful for
botanical painting colours Titanium yellow and the
transparent Yellow orange, which can be partially
mixed with Transparent orange and Cadmium yellow
lemon.

Step 3:
For a more three-dimensional effect, where the bud
seems to be more in the foreground, it gets the
most intense colours. The white denticulated edges
at the leaves of the bud will be left open. At first,
I paint the red glaze with indicated smallest teeth.
After drying, I paint the green glaze at the opposite
side with small teeth, too.

Step 4:
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For the middle petals, I use Quinacridone red light
and Perylene red deep. At first, I wet the surface
with pure water and mix the colours which I then
add into the slightly wet parts.
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Step 5:
Now I paint the first glaze of the leaf in a cooler
Viridian to let the bud come forward. This leaf later
will get more glazes in warmer green shades. The
denticulated edges will be painted with the brush
tip in growing direction. The middle vein will be left
open – it will be painted with a tender glaze only after
finishing the leaf.

Step 6:
Here, nearly all petals and leaves and stalks are
painted. For the reddish shimmering edges of
the leaves I add some Quinacridone red light and
Transparent orange into the still wet glaze. The green
reverted leaf underneath the blossom gets a first
shadow glaze, while the saw-toothed edge remains
free.

Step 7:
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The blossom is nearly ready painted with shadow
parts, but nevertheless it needs some more glazing
layers. If a colour became unintentionally too dark,
you can rewet this part with a small wet brush and
take off the colour with a Kleenex. Then, you can
paint an even lighter glaze.
Into the green leaves I already painted some details
in several green mixtures to indicate the inner parts
of the typical “pillow-like” forms between the secondary veins.
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Step 8:
Here I already corrected the too dark parts inside
the blossom. The leaf at the right underneath the
blossom got an attractive hard shadow, which shines
through onto the underpart of the leaf.
For the soft shadows at the underpart of the red
petals you will need several glazes, as otherwise
it is not possible to paint convincing shadows on
intense red parts. Thus, I glaze with an intense
red, mixed to be darkened with a very small part on
Manganese violet. This violet contains more red than
blue amounts. The delicate thorns at the stalks will
be painted with the small No. 2 flat brush and get
afterwards a shadow with the finest possible (No. 0
or 1) brush at the underpart.

Step 9:
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After some final glazes and shadows onto the leaves, I add a final red glaze onto the foremost petal
as well as an increasing yellow-green glaze onto the
bud. Now the yellow-red rose is finished. I put my signature in my favourite colour Quinacridone light red
onto this watercolour painting.
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About the artist:

•
•
•
•
Botanical watercolor painting:
Yellow-red rose, ca. 30 x 45 cm, watercolour on
paper, Susanne Absolon, 04/2017

•

Susanne Absolon, born 1963 in Wiesbaden/Germany,
resides and works in Rosenheim/Germany,
Member of Kunstverein (official art society) Rosenheim (joined 2008), member exhibition Kunstverein
(2009, watercolor painting of an Iris),
member of artists society Con Aqua (2010 – 2013),
group exhibition of Con Aqua‚ Watercolor Flowers‘
(2012),
member of 3 online schools, Birgit O’Connor – Large
Format Watercolors (joined 2014), Billy Showell – Flower Portraits/‚Watercolor Beautiful‘ (joined 2015) and
Anna Mason – Botanical Watercolors /‘The Modern
Flower Painter‘ (joined 2016).
Currently training at London Art College, course D9
Botanical Watercolor Painting/Illustration, tutor Shevaun Doherty, graduation 2018.

For more information on Susanne Absolon please have a
look on her website: www.susanne-absolon.de

By the way: Specifics for handling and product safety you will find on our
website www.schmincke.de (e.g. download/safety data sheets).
For special questions please don´t hesitate to ask our team in the lab!
The best way to get in contact with them is via mail at:
laborteam@schmincke.de.
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The described product attributes and application examples have been tested in the Schmincke laboratory. The information is based on our current
state of technical findings and experience. Due to the diversity of applications in terms of painting techniques, materials and working conditions,
as well as numerous possible influences, this information is based on a
general application range. A legally binding guarantee of specific attributes
or the suitability for a specific usage purpose cannot be derived from our information; therefore the use of the products must be adapted to the users'
individual conditions and tested in trials. For this reason, we cannot provide
a warranty for product attributes and/or assume liability for damages that
occur in connection with the use of our products.

